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INV ITED
P A P E R

1 Statistical Signal Processing
2 and the Motor Cortex
3 Spike signals from neurons in the human brain may be decoded to control

4 robotic hands, arms and other prosthetic devices.

5 By A. E. Brockwell, Member IEEE, Robert E. Kass, and A. B. Schwartz

6 ABSTRACT | Over the past few decades, developments in

7 technology have significantly improved the ability to measure

8 activity in the brain. This has spurred a great deal of research

9 into brain function and its relation to external stimuli, and has

10 important implications in medicine and other fields. As a result

11 of improved understanding of brain function, it is now possible

12 to build devices that provide direct interfaces between the

13 brain and the external world. We describe some of the current

14 understanding of function of the motor cortex region. We then

15 discuss a typical likelihood-based state-space model and

16 filtering based approach to address the problems associated

17 with building a motor cortical-controlled cursor or robotic

18 prosthetic device. As a variation on previous work using this

19 approach, we introduce the idea of using Markov chain Monte

20 Carlo methods for parameter estimation in this context. By

21 doing this instead of performing maximum likelihood estima-

22 tion, it is possible to expand the range of possible models that

23 can be explored, at a cost in terms of computational load. We

24 demonstrate results obtained applying this methodology to

25 experimental data gathered from a monkey.

26 KEYWORDS | Brain–machine interface; cortex; decoding;

27 Markov chain; Monte Carlo; neural; nonlinear filtering;

28 sequential; state-space model

29 I . INTRODUCTION

30 The human brain, made up of something on the order of

31 100 billion neurons, is one of the most complex systems

32ever to be studied by researchers. It takes in enormous

33amounts of sensory information, processing it in ways that

34are only partially understood, and over time, alters its own

35internal state and produces complex motor control and
36other signals that alter the state of the body. Recent

37developments in technology have made it possible to

38collect information about the function of the brain under

39a wide range of different experimental conditions. Not

40only is this of great interest from the scientific point of

41view, but it also has the exciting potential to lead to the

42development of a range of new devices often referred to

43as BMIs (Bbrain–machine interfaces[), which would
44allow direct mental control of external devices. Work

45on such devices has proliferated in recent years, and

46mentally controlled computer cursors and other inter-

47faces are being developed by a number of research groups

48(see, e.g. [1]–[8] and references therein).

49Methods for recording neural activity include func-

50tional magnetic resonance imaging, use of surface

51electrodes placed on the scalp, use of subdural electrodes,
52as well as microwire electrodes and their silicon-machined

53variants [9], [10]. Of these, the microwire (or silicon-

54machined) electrodes, give the finest detail of measure-

55ment of neural activity, but are the most invasive. They are

56surgically implanted, and work by detecting Baction

57potentials[ or their extra-cellular signatures, known as

58Bspikes,[ in individual neurons. These spikes are rapid

59changes in the voltage difference between the inside and
60outside of the cell, and are believed to be the primary

61mechanism by which neurons transmit information.

62Spikes last on the order of a millisecond, propagating

63through the neuron. Electrical signals are transferred

64between neurons through the action of neurotransmitters

65at synaptic junctions. By measuring spiking activity of

66neurons concurrently with associated external variables,

67researchers have been able to better explain the function of
68neurons in particular regions of the brain.

69The purpose of this paper is to give a brief introduction

70to recent research into the function of one specific area of
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71 the brain, the motor cortex,1 and to illustrate how statistical
72 modeling and signal processing methods can be used to

73 extract (Bdecode[) information from measurements of

74 activity in individual neurons. In Section II, we describe

75 experimental work that has been performed, and the various

76 insights into motor cortex function that have arisen as a

77 consequence of this work. In Section III, we illustrate a

78 typical state-of-the-art likelihood-based framework for

79 performing analysis of spike data collected from the motor
80 cortex, and we describe the associated nonlinear filtering

81 problem that can be used to Bdecode[ signals for the sake of

82 developing prosthetic devices. We use Markov chain Monte

83 Carlo (MCMC) methods to fit models, and we use sequential

84 Monte Carlo methods to perform decoding, although a wide

85 range of alternative methods can be found in the literature.

86 (MCMC methods, although slow, are relatively easy to

87 implement and can be used with a wide range of possible
88 models.) We compare results with those obtained using

89 other methods. Finally, in Section IV, we discuss some of the

90 additional issues associated with development of a properly

91 functioning cortical prosthetic device.

92 II . FUNCTION AND ADAPTIVITY IN
93 MOTOR CORTEX

94 A. Modularity and Distributed Processing
95 Early neurophysiologists were influenced by the

96 Cartesian, mechanical (hydraulic) theory of the nervous

97 system. As the importance of the brain became appreci-
98 ated, a debate began as to whether function was a product

99 of whole-brain activity or was, instead, localized in small

100 regions of the brain (see, e.g., discussion in [11]). In the

101 latter half of the 19th century localization became

102 dominant, due especially to Broca’s observation that a

103 lesion in what is now called Broca’s area caused serious

104 damage to language production [12] and Fritsch and

105 Hitzig’s use of electrical stimulation in motor cortex to
106 invoke muscle activity [13], which was replicated and

107 improved by [14]. Much of the modern view is based on

108 similar anatomical observations, often involving structur-

109 ally defined components, the assumption being that

110 distinct structures should have distinct functions. With

111 the advent of computers, and the metaphor of brain as

112 computer, it was convenient to describe brain function in

113 terms of information flowing sequentially through discrete
114 modules. However, new developments in both neurophys-

115 iology and psychology begun during the 1980s, have led

116 many brain scientists to a more distributed concept of

117 brain function.

118 Part of the appeal of localization comes from a natural

119 inclination toward reduction. Just as electronic circuits are

120 made from component parts, each having a specific

121purpose, there may be brain circuits with well-identified
122functional components. The applicability of such an

123analogy, however, is questionable. For one thing, while

124individual neuronal activity has been described with great

125success in terms of equivalent electrical circuits, at the

126level of neuronal networks it is unclear what Bcom-

127ponents[ might be used, or what their properties might be:

128details of the vastly complicated and highly redundant

129interconnections remain largely unidentified. Sensory
130inputs traverse a variety of pathways from the periphery

131to arrive in an asynchronous, yet parallel fashion in

132multiple cortical areas, and they vary continuously in time.

133Cortical areas are generally connected reciprocally, so that

134if one area transmits information to another area, it also

135receives information from that area. It is not surprising

136then, that experimental investigations frequently report

137similar neural activity patterns from widely distributed
138regions, and reductions conceived as simple directional

139connections among local circuits are likely to miss

140important features of brain function.

141These problems with modularity may be nicely

142illustrated with a historical example. In the late 1950s

143and early 1960s Vernon Mountcastle carried out a number

144of experiments in which he applied different degrees of

145mechanical pressure on the cat’s foot while recording
146activity of a single neuron at different points along one of

147the major pathways to the sensory cortex [15]. He found a

148simple relation between applied pressure and neuronal

149firing rate throughout the neural axis. But more im-

150portantly, he showed that there appeared to be a

151straightforward organization to these responses in the

152sensory cortex. The cortex (neocortex, see footnote) has

153six layers of cells and he found that within a Bcolumn[ of
154cortex, many of the cells were activated by the same type of

155peripheral receptor in the same part of the body. Within a

156column, cells are heavily interconnected. The radius of

157each column is 300–500 �m and they are formed early in

158the developmental process. Much of the input to the

159column arrives in layer IV, while output to cortical regions

160leaves via axons of layer II–III neurons and to structures

161outside of cortex (the thalamus, colliculus, brainstem, and
162spinalcord) via layer V and VI cells. When Mountcastle

163made vertical electrode penetrations through the cortex to

164record single cell activity, neurons tended to have the same

165Bproperties of place and modality,[ but when making

166horizontal penetrations the neurons were found to change

167properties abruptly at spatial intervals of 300–500 �m.

168Later studies by David Hubel and Torsten Wiesel in the

169visual cortex extended these columnar findings. In the
170primary visual cortex, Hubel and Wiesel found columns

171based on ocular dominance (cells that respond to visual

172stimulation to right or left eye) interleaved with orienta-

173tion selectivity (differential response to visualized lines

174projected on a screen at varying angles).

175This mapping concept motivated studies in the motor

176cortex. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, Hiroshi Asanuma

1The cortex is the Bgray matter[ of the brain, composed of neurons; it
often refers to what is more properly called the neocortex, which is found
in mammals, consisting of multiple layers of neurons.
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177 developed a technique called intracortical microstimula-
178 tion (ICMS, see [16], [17]). By applying repeated pulses of

179 small current through a microelectrode tip placed in the

180 motor cortex, he was able to activate individual muscles in

181 different parts of the body. He found that this muscle

182 organization was discrete: the same muscle would contract

183 as the electrode moved in the same vertical penetration,

184 but that different muscles would be successively activated

185 when moving the electrode tangentially. This seemed to
186 correspond to the column concepts coming from the work

187 in sensory and visual systems and led him to propose the

188 term Bcortical efferent zone[ for the type of muscle

189 column he found. However, soon after this initial work, it

190 was found that high frequency ICMS acutally activated

191 axons passing by the electrode tip, so that most of the

192 neurons affected with this technique were mediated

193 indirectly [18]. The indirect excitation likely activated a
194 large network of active elements, artificially focusing the

195 stimulation onto a single muscle [19]. Recent studies

196 employing anatomical tracers show that motor cortical

197 neurons projecting to a single muscle arise from a wide

198 region and overlap with neurons projecting to other

199 muscles [20]. In other words, despite its initial promise,

200 the idea that motor cortex is made up of single-purpose,

201 localized circuits is unlikely to be a powerful tool for
202 understanding motor function.

203 B. Directional Tuning
204 While it appears unlikely that motor cortex may be

205 described as a collection of specialized local circuits, the

206 idea that individual neurons control the movement of

207 individual muscles or groups of muscles was, for many

208 years, a dominant conception [21], [22]. A quite different
209 notion was introduced as a result of a series of ex-

210 periments conducted by Apostolos Geogopoulos [23], [24].

211 Georgopoulos designed an experiment in which monkeys

212 started from a center start position and reached radially to

213 targets in eight equally spaced directions. Activity was

214 recorded from single neurons in motor cortex during the

215 task. Many of these neurons had activity patterns that

216 were clearly related to movement direction; the firing
217 rates changed for each direction and could be summa-

218 rized, approximately, as the cosine of the angle of

219 movement after an appropriate phase adjustment, times

220 some constant. The results for one neuron are shown in

221 Fig. 1. The peak of the fitted cosine function corresponds

222 to the direction with the highest discharge rate, called the

223 Bpreferred direction.[ During reaching, many muscles are

224 active simultaneously, implying that a direct relation
225 between single cortical neurons and individual muscles

226 would have a complex relation to movement direction.

227 Yet, what was found was a simple, broad tuning of cells

228 according to movement direction. This suggests a func-
229 tionally oriented view of motor cortical activity: many

230 motor cortical neurons fire in relation to direction of

231 movement regardless of the particular muscles they drive;

232the downstream circuits may be more complicated than
233conceived under the localization paradigm, and one

234possibility is that they could translate kinematically coded

235signals into required particular combinations of muscle

236activation signals.

237A second point emerged from the initial work of

238Georgopoulos and colleagues. At first glance, the approx-

239imate cosine tuning of each neuron might be considered

240to pose a conceptual problem: How can highly precise

Fig. 1. Top: Spike trains (neuronal firing event times) from a single

neuron in motor cortex recorded while a monkey performed a reaching

task in each of eight directions, indicated here by counter-clockwise

angle from right. Each of the eight ‘‘raster’’ plots displays five

repetitions of the reach. Time 0 indicates initiation of movement.

From the raster plots it is clear that this neuron fired much more

intensely when the movement was roughly in the leftward direction

than when it was in the rightward direction. Bottom: The mean

firing rates (with standard errors) are plotted across the eight

directions. The smooth curve is a cosine function.

(Plots reconstructed from those of [23]).

Brockwell et al. : Statistical Signal Processing and the Motor Cortex
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241 movement direction be obtained from such broad tuning
242 curves? The answer, of course, is that movement is a

243 result of activity across an entire population of neurons.

244 Georgopoulos and colleagues showed that by Bdecoding[
245 the population activity across several hundred neurons,

246 the movement itself may be predicted quite accurately.

247 Neurons with broad tuning related to movement

248 direction have been found throughout the nervous system,

249 from primary afferents to muscles themselves. This
250 provides a powerful descriptive mechanism for extracting

251 signals with which the relationship of behavior to cortical

252 function may be examined. For example, [25] recorded

253 populations of neurons from two different parts of motor

254 cortex, primary motor cortex (M1) and ventral premotor

255 cortex (PMv), as monkeys drew ellipses under two dif-

256 ferent experimental settings. In both settings, the monkeys

257 received visual feedback of their hand position indirectly
258 through a virtual reality display, but in the first, the 3-D

259 coordinates of actual hand position were mapped directly

260 to the virtual display, while in the second, coordinates

261 were transformed linearly so as to alter the eccentricity of

262 the ellipse. M1 is usually considered to be the origination

263 of cortical output to muscle activation, while PMv projects

264 to M1 and is associated with movement planning. In the

265 recordings of [25], both structures contained populations
266 of broadly tuned cells from which accurate trajectories

267 could be decoded. However, M1 cell activity appeared to

268 more accurately correspond to the actual trajectory of the

269 arm, while PMv neural trajectories appeared to more

270 accurately correspond to the perceived shape of the drawn

271 objects. This is one example of the way functionality can

272 be closely related, yet different across structures. The

273 initial description of discrete cortical areas in terms of
274 differing purposes remains useful, but it clearly must be

275 supplemented with a distributed view of functionality.

276 Even the idea that single motor cortical neurons encode

277 single characteristics of movement is limiting: the activity

278 of an individual neuron is likely to depend on many

279 movement parameters, such as position, speed, direction,

280 load, etc., including factors that are not routinely

281 controlled in laboratory experiments. Some of these
282 factors might have only a small effect on the firing of an

283 individual neuron yet might be readily extracted from a

284 neural population. In other words, the encoding space is

285 likely to be highly multidimensional, important population

286 effects may be subtle and, therefore, new signal processing

287 approaches to the encoding/decoding problem are needed

288 if we are to advance our understanding of motor cortical

289 function.

290 C. Plasticity and Adaptivity
291 There is considerable evidence that motor cortical

292 neuronal activity is not hard-wired, once and for all, after

293 development, but instead is subject to rewiring as a result

294 of either injury or purposeful use. Some of the work has

295 focused on anatomical rewiring. For example, [26]

296transected the facial motor nerve that supplies the rat
297whisker musculature. This led to functional loss of the M1

298whisker area, which was supplanted by representations of

299the adjacent forelimb or eye/eyelid regions. Working with

300monkeys, [27] showed that occlusion of an artery in the M1

301hand area produced an inability to retrieve food pellets;

302without practice of the affected hand, the elbow and

303shoulder areas expanded into the remaining undamaged

304hand area (as a compensatory mechanism); with practice,
305the undamaged hand area expanded into the elbow and

306shoulder areas and behavior was recovered within 3–4

307weeks. Similarly, [28] showed, using fMRI in humans, that

308practiced finger movements could increase the apparently

309relevant area of M1.

310A different line of work has focused on functional

311rewiring. In an experiment reported in [29], two monkeys

312had to adapt their reaching movements to external forces;
313these authors found a sizable population of cells that

314changed their tuning properties during exposure to the

315force field. [30] examined neuronal activity while a mon-

316key adapted to novel visuomotor transforms. Many

317neurons showed significant changes in their task-related

318activity, including changes in the magnitude of activity

319modulation during adaptation, and changes in preferred

320directions during rotation tasks. Using a virtual reality
321workspace, [31] trained monkeys to move a cursor under

322both hand control, via an optical tracker, and brain

323control, via M1 signal processing based on a version of the

324population vector algorithm (while the arms were

325restrained). This algorithm simply estimates intended

326cursor motion by computing, at each point in time, a linear

327combination of preferred direction vectors associated with

328each of a number of neurons, where the weights in the
329linear combination are proportional to time-localized

330estimate of the current firing rates of the respective

331neurons. Compared with hand control, under brain control

332neuronal preferred directions shifted substantially. [32]

333also performed experiments where human subjects moved

334a robotic arm through space, while receiving visual

335feedback on a projection screen. By performing visual

336feedback rotations (but not physical rotations) of 8-target
337reaching movements and using fMRI to measure brain-

338activation, they found changes in tuning caused by learn-

339ing of new visuomotor transformations during movement

340preparation.

341Potential mechanisms for such adaptive reconfigura-

342tion have been described [33], [34]. Taken together, these

343findings suggest a dynamic view of functionality: integra-

344tive cortical networks are able to adjust connections on
345relatively short time scales, allowing the role of each

346neuron to evolve according to behavioral needs.

347III . ANALYSIS OF MOTOR CORTEX DATA

348So far, we have discussed high-level features of the motor

349cortex and motivated the need for new signal processing

Brockwell et al.: Statistical Signal Processing and the Motor Cortex
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350 techniques. We now describe the use of statistical signal
351 processing in the context of analysis of spike event times

352 for individual neurons in the motor cortex. In particular,

353 we illustrate with laboratory data how a likelihood-based

354 technique can be used.

355 We discuss the likelihood-based approach, since it is

356 optimal in certain senses when performed appropriately.

357 In fact, to be precise, we will be interested in two dif-

358 ferent problems: model-fitting (or Bencoding[), and de-
359 coding (or estimation of unobserved quantities). A full

360 likelihood-based approach involves likelihood-based mod-

361 el-fitting as well as decoding that is matched to the

362 selected model and involves analysis of certain conditional

363 distributions to obtain optimal results. Likelihood-based

364 methods have been in the literature for some time.

365 Examples include, for instance, the early work of [35]–

366 [40] as well as more recent work of [41]–[49]. A general
367 review is also given by [50]. Generically, the approach

368 consists of:

369 • fitting appropriate probabilistic models describing

370 the behavior of covariates of interest as well as

371 neuron spiking behavior, and relating these to each

372 other as well as to any relevant additional

373 measured covariates;

374 • performing goodness-of-fit testing of these models,
375 potentially reformulating and refitting models if

376 the tests fail;

377 • carrying out (likelihood-based) decoding based on

378 the models.

379 The first step is simply to provide (good) statistical models

380 that explain the relationship between these spike times

381 and hand motion. The second step is important because

382 likelihood-based decoding methods are only guaranteed to
383 perform optimally when they are based on a Bgood[
384 model. The third step, discussed below in Section III-D, is

385 to use these models to perform filtering, thereby obtaining

386 real-time estimates of intended hand motion, given the

387 spike data. Such estimates could be used, for instance, to

388 control a cursor or robotic prosthetic device. A key appeal

389 of the approach is the following property. If the fitted

390 models do indeed provide probabilistically accurate
391 descriptions of the relationship between explanatory

392 variables (covariates) and spiking behavior, and the

393 decoding scheme is matched to the model in the sense

394 that it determines conditional expected values of desired

395 quantities given available information under the fitted

396 model, then the decoded values are guaranteed to

397 minimize the mean-squared error. Of course, if the model

398 does not incorporate important explanatory variables or if
399 it is simply probabilistically inaccurate, then this guaran-

400 tee does not hold.

401 Our purpose here is primarily to illustrate how such an

402 approach works, although in the process we do demon-

403 strate the feasibility of the use of Markov chain Monte

404 Carlo (MCMC) schemes to estimate parameters. This is

405 useful because with these schemes, one can perform

406likelihood-based parameter estimation with a very general
407class of models, and in theory, this expands the range of

408models that can be considered. MCMC schemes are

409typically relatively simple to implement. However, they

410are known to be relatively inefficient in terms of

411computational requirements; at the moment this may

412limit their usefulness in devices that may require rapid

413updates of model parameters. On the other hand, given

414continuing improvement in number-crunching power of
415desktop computers, this consideration is certain to become

416less and less important in the future.

417We adopt the approach of describing spiking behavior

418as it relates directly to kinematic properties of the hand.

419However, it should be noted that there is a substantial body

420of work (see, e.g., [51], [52] and references therein) that

421develops models relating spiking behavior to force,

422individual muscle activation levels, and other nonkine-
423matic quantities. The debate in the literature continues

424over which of these types of models provides the most

425accurate description of motor cortical behavior; to date

426there is evidence supporting the validity of both view-

427points.

428To illustrate the methodology, we consider data

429collected from a monkey trained to perform reaching

430motions starting with its hand positioned at a central
431position within a virtual cube. Its actual hand position was

432tracked using an optical tracking device and mapped to a

433cursor in a 3-D virtual display unit that the monkey was

434looking into. A succession of 57 Btarget[ points was

435chosen, with each point chosen at random from one of

436eight corners of the cube. (In the experiment, there were

437between 5 and 11 replications of each of the eight targets.)

438On presentation of a target, the monkey was rewarded for
439moving the cursor (by moving its hand) to the target

440location. Once it reached the target (or failed to complete

441the reaching motion correctly), the next of the targets was

442presented, and so on. Over the sequence of reaching

443motions, spiking activity was recorded from 70 neurons

444simultaneously. Times of spiking events for neurons were

445recorded to the nearest millisecond, while hand kinemat-

446ics were sampled every 10 ms. Thus we have spike
447measurements for all 70 neurons, as well as the measured

448location of the hand. Hand position and spiking activity are

449shown, for a portion of our data, in Fig. 2.

450The task is carried out in 3-D virtual space, and the

451directional tuning described earlier in Section II-B still

452applies. (The generalization to three dimensions is

453explained in the following subsection.) To illustrate typical

454behavior, Fig. 3 shows spike trains recorded as the monkey
455reached into each of the eight corners of a virtual cube, for

456two particular neurons. One of these (top) is fairly active,

457but does not exhibit a strong preference for directions,

458while the other one (bottom) is not as active overall, but

459spike events clearly occur with a noticeably higher

460frequency when reaching is toward the (Bpreferred[)

461front right corner.

Brockwell et al. : Statistical Signal Processing and the Motor Cortex
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462 In the following four subsections, we lay out a typical

463 state-space model and filtering approach to analysis of

464 these data, stating algorithms and methods in a general

465 form. In the subsequent subsection, we present results of

466 our data analysis using the method, and give specific

467 parameters and other details of our particular implemen-

468 tation of the algorithms.

469 A. State-Space Models for Kinematics and Spiking
470 We will begin by describing several formal state-space

471 models that can be built to describe the intrinsic behavior

472 of kinematics and to explain the connection between this

473 behavior and spiking activity. Such models (including

474 some which are posed in continuous-time instead of in

475discrete-time) have been used by a number of groupsVsee,
476for example [40], [48], [53]–[56].

477To illustrate the approach, we introduce the following

478notation. Let N
ðjÞ
t denote the number of spiking events

479occurring for the j-th neuron during the t-th 10 ms time

480bin. Assume that we measure activity of P neurons. We

481write Nt to denote the vector ðN
ð1Þ
t ; . . . ;N

ðPÞ
t Þ

T
consisting

482of spike counts for all P neurons. We also define Xt and

483Vt to be 3-D column vectors, denoting, respectively, hand

484position (mm) at the beginning of the t-th time bin, and
485average hand velocity (mm/sec) during the time bin. For

486convenience, we also define Kt ¼ ðXT
t ; VT

t Þ
T

to be the 6-D

487column vector containing both position and velocity. We

488will also define, for the j-th neuron, a lag parameter lagj,

489that represents the amount of time from kinematic acti-

490vation to neural activity (so that negative lags correspond

491to neural activity preceding kinematic activation),

492measured in number of time bins.

Fig. 2. Top: trajectory (x, y, and z coordinates) of the monkey’s hand

during the first of 50 reaching motions, Bottom: counts of number

of spikes in one neuron during motion. Counts here ranged from

0 to 2 in each 10 ms time bin.

Fig. 3. Spike trains associated with two neurons while 57 reaching

motions were carried out to the eight corners of a cube. Top: a neuron

has a high overall firing rate but is not very obviously tuned,

Bottom: the neuron has a lower overall firing rate but is more

strongly tuned, showing a preference (indicated by a higher

firing rate) for motion to the front right.

Brockwell et al.: Statistical Signal Processing and the Motor Cortex
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493 Early models used to capture directional preferences of
494 neurons, for example, derived from results in [24], [57],

495 although not always stated explicitly, were typically of

496 the form

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N
ðjÞ
t þ 3=8

q
¼ �

ðjÞ
0 þ �ðjÞ � Vt�lagj

þ �
ðjÞ
t (1)

497 where �ðjÞ ¼ ð�x;j; �y;j; �z;jÞT and f�ðjÞt g is a collection of

498 independent identically distributed Gaussian random

499 variables with mean zero and some specified variance.

500 The square root transformation (with the constant 3/8)

501 is a standard adjustment used when approximating

502 Poisson-distributed counts using linear regressions mod-
503 els [58]. Directional tuning is therefore captured by

504 virtue of the expansion of the dot product as

�ðjÞ � Vt�lagj
¼ �ðjÞ�� �� Vt�lagj

��� ��� cosð#Þ

505 where # is the angle between the vectors �ðjÞ and Vt�lagj
.

506 One such model can be fit to each neuron. This is

507 relatively easy, since for a fixed value of lagj, parameter

508 estimation for the model (1) is trivial, as it is a simple

509 linear regression. Typically, lagj is chosen by fitting a

510 linear regression to data from the j-th neuron at many

511 possible lags (within a range of around �250 to þ250 ms)
512 and selecting the lag which yields the largest R2

513 coefficient.

514 It is typically assumed that the P components of Nt are

515 conditionally independent, given the process fKtg. How-

516 ever, it is worth mentioning that a number of researchers

517 have begun to consider (more realistic) models that do not

518 make the simple assumption that the spiking behavior of

519 individual neurons is conditionally independent given the
520 kinematic (or other state) variable. They are working to

521 develop models that allow for interaction between

522 neurons, taking place for instance due to intrinsic

523 neuronal network dynamic structure, that is not necessar-

524 ily explained simply by the presence of a common

525 explanatory variable. Such models are naturally more

526 complex than those considered here, but offer the

527 potential to yield further improvements in model good-
528 ness-of-fit and decoding, and are considered in, for

529 example [48], [59], [60].

530 In the earlier literature, models like the one specified

531 in (1) would be used, typically without additional

532 specification of the probabilistic behavior of fKtg itself.

533 More recently, it has been recognized that by specifying

534 the (probabilistic) behavior of fKtg as well, one can exploit

535 extra information about the nature of typical hand
536 trajectories to perform better decoding (as discussed in

537 Section III-D). The joint specification of dynamics for both

538hand motion and spiking activity is equivalent to the
539specification of a Bgeneralized state-space[ or Bhidden

540Markov[ model for hand motion and spiking activity.

541These models are well-studied in the engineering litera-

542ture; many details of analysis and inference for the family

543of models can be found, for instance, in [61].

544Although we would really like a model that accurately

545describes the distribution of hand movements over time,

546we have found that significant improvement in decoding
547performance can be obtained simply by using crude models

548of the form

Kt ¼
Xt

Vt

� �
¼ I3	3 �I3	3

0 �I3	3

� �
Kt�1 þ

0

�t

� �
(2)

549where f�t; t ¼ 1; 2; . . .g 
iid Nð0;�Þ for some 3 	 3

550covariance matrix �, � ¼ 0:01 (10 ms), and � is some

551constant close in value to one (we use � ¼ 0:98 in the

552analyses in this paper). Intuitively, (2) simply imposes the

553requirement that velocity changes smoothly over time. For

554the data we consider, with Xt measured in meters and Vt

555in meters per second, we take � ¼ diagð0:009; 0:009;
5560:009Þ, so that the standard deviation of the change in

557velocity in any particular coordinate axis over a single 10

558ms time bin is 0.03 m=s. In other words, the model

559imposes smoothness by saying that in a time bin, mean

560acceleration is zero, standard deviation of acceleration

561over the 10 ms bin is taken to be 3 m=s2.

562The pair of (1), (2) makes up a state-space model that
563could be used to perform decoding. However, we can

564further refine the specification of the relationship between

565Kt and Nt. Since the observations are spike counts, it is

566clear that the Gaussian model (1) is not entirely

567appropriate. Further analysis and inspection of residuals

568from fitted models (see, for example, [62]) has led us to

569replace (1) by

N
ðjÞ
t 
 Poisson 
j Xt�lagj

; Vt�lagj
; �j"

ðjÞ
t

� �� �
(3)

570where the neuron-specific Btuning function[ 
jð�Þ is

571given by


jðx; v; eÞ ¼ exp �
ðjÞ
0 þ �ðjÞ � v þ �

ðjÞ
1 kvk þ e

� �
(4)

572and f"ðjÞt g is a collection of independent standard normal

573(mean zero, unit variance) random variables. For simplic-

574ity, our functional form for 
 here does not include any

575dependence on x. However, we note that if desired, one

Brockwell et al. : Statistical Signal Processing and the Motor Cortex
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576 could easily incorporate such dependence and carry
577 through the remaining steps outlined in this section. We

578 include a coefficient for kvk because plots of spike counts

579 suggest that some neurons exhibit a sensitivity to

580 magnitude of velocity, regardless of direction. Note that

581 the framework we describe below is capable of handling

582 almost arbitrary parametric forms for the tuning function,

583 so we are not restricted to the particular form of (4).

584 Inclusion of the "
ðjÞ
t term effectively says that there may be

585 an unobserved additional source of noise driving the j-th
586 neuron. A thorough discussion of a family of models with a

587 more sophisticated version of this extension to the model

588 can be found in the recent work of [49].

589 B. Parameter Estimation
590 Fitting the model (2)–(4) to our data requires

591 estimation of the set of unknown parameters

 ¼ ð1; . . . ; PÞ

592 where

j ¼ lagj; �
ðjÞ
0 ; �

ðjÞ
1 ; �ðjÞ; log �2

j

� �� �
2 R7

593 denotes the subset of parameters specific to the j-th
594 neuron. (For convenience in the estimation algorithm

595 described below, we reparameterize slightly, working with

596 logð�2
j Þ instead of directly with �2

j itself. This simply frees

597 us from having to constrain the algorithm to only allow

598 positive values of the parameter.) While the simple form of

599 the model (1) allows for maximum likelihood estimation

600 via linear regression (or by use of the Kalman filter when
601 the model incorporates dynamics specified by (2)), in the

602 more general case we are interested in, such simple

603 methods cannot always be used, due to intractability of the

604 likelihood function.

605 In particular, in (3), the presence of the terms "
ðjÞ
t

606 means that while it is easy to write down the conditional

607 distribution pðn
ðjÞ
t jkt�lagj

; "
ðjÞ
t Þ, the conditional distribution

608 of n
ðjÞ
t given only kt�lagj

is more complicated. It could be
609 computed by numerically integrating

p n
ðjÞ
t jkt�lagj

� �
¼

Z
p n

ðjÞ
t jkt�lagj

; "
ðjÞ
t

� �
p "

ðjÞ
t

� �
d"

ðjÞ
t (5)

610 but this is generally computationally costly (although not

611 in this case computationally prohibitive). In a natural

612 extension where one allows the sequence f"ðjÞ
t ; t ¼ 1;

613 2; . . .g to have serial dependence, it becomes even more

614difficult to deal with these terms by direct computation of
615the likelihood.

616One possible approach to the problem is the use of the

617EM (Bexpectation maximization[) algorithm [63] to

618perform approximate maximum likelihood estimation

619when the model includes a latent Markov process.

620Indeed, this kind of approach is proposed and explored

621for a family of models that generalizes (2)–(4), in [49].

622Here, we explore another method, often used for data
623analysis with models including latent variables. The idea

624is to perform a Bayesian analysis, using Markov chain

625Monte Carlo simulation to estimate parameters (for

626general discussion of these methods, see, e.g., [64], [65]).

627We perform the analysis, using realized observations

628fK1:q ¼ k1:q; N1:q ¼ n1:qg over some set of q training

629observations. We assume that the data points at times

6301; . . . ; q cover a sufficiently rich range of motion that
631parameters can indeed be estimated with some degree of

632precision.

633A prior distribution �j is assigned to each unknown

634parameter vector j. This prior distribution should in

635principle reflect one’s belief before seeing data about what

636values the parameter may take. Then for each neuron j, we

637are interested in the posterior distribution

p jjk1:q; n
ðjÞ
1:q

� �
/ �jðjÞpj

k1:q; n
ðjÞ
1:q

� �

638where pj
ðk1:q; n

ðjÞ
1:qÞ denotes the joint likelihood of the

639observations fx1:q; v1:q; n
ðjÞ
1:qg under the model (2)–(4) when

640parameters are equal to j. As pointed out above, it is not

641trivial to compute pj
ðk1:q; n

ðjÞ
1:qÞ. It is, however, easy to

642compute pj
ðk1:q; n

ðjÞ
1:q; "

ðjÞ
1:qÞ. To take advantage of this, we

643use MCMC to sample from the density

�j j; "
ðjÞ
1:q

� �
¼ p j; "

ðjÞ
1:qjk1:q; n

ðjÞ
1:q

� �

/ �jðjÞp "
ðjÞ
1:qjj

� �
pðk1:qjjÞ

	 p n
ðjÞ
1:qjk1:q; "

ðjÞ
1:q; j

� �

644In other words, we will sample from the joint posterior

645distribution of the parameters as well as the latent variables

646"
ðjÞ
1:q. Then we simply ignore the sampled values of "

ðjÞ
1:q, and

647the sampled values of j represent approximate draws from
648the marginal posterior distribution of interest.

649The following procedure is a simple Metropolis-

650Hastings Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm that, for

651the model we are considering, yields a sequence of draws

652from distributions that converge to the posterior dis-

653tribution as the number of iterations of the algorithm

654increases.

Brockwell et al.: Statistical Signal Processing and the Motor Cortex
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655

656 Algorithm 1 Metropolis-Hastings for Model (2)–(4)

657 1) (Initialization) Choose an arbitrary initial guess

658 
ð0Þ
j of the parameter vector j. Draw initial

659 values fe
ðj;0Þ
t 
iid Nð0; 1Þ; t ¼ 1; . . . ; qg representing

660 Bguesses[ of f"ðjÞ
t ; t ¼ 1; . . . ; qg. Set the iteration

661 counter i ¼ 0.

662 2) (Parameter Updates) For k ¼ 1; . . . ; 7:

663 • Construct a proposal �j by setting �j ¼ 
ðiÞ
j ,

664 then adding a Nð0; �2
kÞ-distributed Bstep[ to

665 its k-th component.

666 • Evaluate the acceptance probability

� ¼ min 1; �j �j ; e
ðj;iÞ
1:q

� �
=�j 

ðiÞ
j ; e

ðj;iÞ
1:q

� �� �
:

667668 • With probability �, set 
ðiþ1Þ
j ¼ �j . Otherwise

669 set 
ðiþ1Þ
j ¼ 

ðiÞ
j .

670 3) (Latent Variable Updates) For t ¼ 1; . . . ; q:

671 • Construct a proposal e�t by drawing from a
672 Nð0; 1Þ distribution.

673 • Evaluate the acceptance probability

� ¼ min 1;
p n

ðjÞ
t jk1:q; "

ðjÞ
t ¼ e�t ; 

ðiÞ
j

� �

p n
ðjÞ
t jk1:q; "

ðjÞ
t ¼ e

ðj;iÞ
t ; 

ðiÞ
j

� �
0
@

1
A:

674
675 • With probability �, set e

ðj;iþ1Þ
t ¼ e�t . Other-

676 wise set e
ðj;iþ1Þ
t ¼ e

ðj;iÞ
t .

677 4) Replace i by i þ 1 and go back to Step 2.

678

679 The posterior distribution summarizes information

680 contained in the data about the parameters of interest.

681 Since the MCMC procedure gives approximate draws from
682 the posterior distribution, we can use, as parameter

683 estimates,

̂j ¼
1

ðm � BÞ
Xm

i¼Bþ1


ðiÞ
j (6)

684 where B represents a number of initial iterations of the

685 chain to be labelled as Bburn-in[ iterations and discarded.

686 This is a standard technique used to account for the fact

687 that MCMC simulation yields Markov chains whose

688 limiting marginal distributions are the desired Btarget[
689 posterior distributions, but whose marginal distributions at

690 early iterations may not be particularly close to the target

691distribution. A full explanation of convergence rates and
692mixing properties of MCMC algorithms is beyond the

693scope of this paper, but more details can be found, for

694example, in [64], [65]. Note also that we chose to collapse

695the posterior distribution to its mean for the sake of

696coming up with fixed parameter estimates for each neuron.

697There are, however, two obvious alternatives. One would

698be to find the posterior mode, that is the parameter value

699at which the posterior density is maximal. The mode,
700although more difficult to compute (there is not a simple

701formula like (6)) can be more robust when the Markov

702chain does not behave ideally. It can also be thought of as a

703Bayesian analog of a maximum likelihood estimate.

704Another more sophisticated alternative would be to retain

705the entire posterior distribution, using it to represent

706uncertainty about parameters. We will not explore the

707possibility further in this paper, but we will note in passing
708that in theory, one can use this information on parameter

709uncertainty within the decoding process to get more

710Bhonest[ confidence intervals for decoded quantities.

711C. Goodness of Fit
712There is a range of possible tools for exploration of

713goodness-of-fit of a particular model.

714One standard approach that can be used when spikes
715are modeled in continuous time is based on the idea of

716time rescaling [41], [66], [67]. The idea is to rescale time

717depending on the fitted point process rate function so that

718the time-rescaled spike train becomes, if the model is

719Bcorrect,[ a homogeneous Poisson process. We use the

720term Bcorrect[ to mean that the data were indeed

721generated by the specified model, or by a model which

722induces the same distribution for the data as the specified
723model. Then the interspike intervals will be independent

724and identically distributed exponential random variables.

725A range of tests can then be performed on these

726interarrival times to verify whether or not this is plausibly

727the case.

728Since in this paper we are considering discrete-time

729models, the time rescaling approach is not applicable. As

730an alternative, it would be convenient to be able to resort
731to standard time series analysis techniques that rely on

732inspection of so-called Bresiduals,[ which behave in

733certain ways when the fitted model is Bcorrect.[ Residuals

734in the traditional sense being defined (as, for instance in,

735[68]) as the (possibly scaled) differences between one step

736minimum mean-square predictors and the corresponding

737observed values, are not easily interpretable for the state-

738space models we describe in this paper. Standard
739properties of such residuals rely on linearity and/or

740Gaussianity of the model, neither of which is a property

741of the models we are considering. However, it is possible

742to construct a generalized kind of residuals which can

743indeed be examined for our models to check goodness-of-

744fit. Such residuals are described in [69], and can be

745computed as follows. For times t ¼ 1; . . . ; q (recall that q is
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746 the length of the training data), and fitted model specified
747 by (2)–(4) along with a particular value of , one can

748 compute the one-step predictive conditional cumulative

749 density functions

r
ðjÞ
t ¼ P N

ðjÞ
t � n

ðjÞ
t jNðjÞ

1:t�1 ¼ n
ðjÞ
1:t�1

� �

¼
Z

P N
ðjÞ
t � n

ðjÞ
t jKt�1 ¼ kt�1

� �

� dP kt�1jNðjÞ
1:t�1 ¼ n

ðjÞ
1:t�1

� �
(7)

750 and their left limits

r
ðjÞ
t ¼ P N

ðjÞ
t G n

ðjÞ
t jNðjÞ

1:t�1 ¼ n
ðjÞ
1:t�1

� �
: (8)

751 Since the observations are integer-valued counts, in

752 general, r
ðjÞ
t is not the same as r

ðjÞ
t . We then construct

753 residuals by drawing (independently)

R
ðjÞ
t 
 Unif r

ðjÞ
t ; r

ðjÞ
t

� �
: (9)

754 Under the assumption of model Bcorrectness,[ for each
755 j, fR

ðjÞ
t ; j ¼ 1; . . . ; qg will be a sequence of independent

756 and identically distributed random variables uniformly

757 distributed on the interval [0,1].

758 D. Filtering/Decoding
759 Neuroscientists have developed a range of techniques

760 for performing real-time estimation of the latent hand

761 position/velocity vector. These include population vector

762 approaches (as developed by [57]), an improved method

763 known as Boptimal linear estimation[ [37], and others.

764 The estimates yielded by these methods, which depend
765 only on observed spike counts, and not on actual hand

766 position/velocity itself, can in principle be used, for

767 instance to drive a robotic prosthetic arm to mimic or

768 replace actual hand motion. Although these approaches

769 are elegant in their simplicity, they have begun to give way

770 to a range of decoding methods based on the formal spec-

771 ification of models. By computing appropriate conditional

772 expectations under the formal models, one can obtain
773 decoded values that are guaranteed (under the model

774 correctness assumption) to minimize the mean-squared

775 error. To begin with, the methods combined specification

776 of a linear Gaussian model with the Kalman filter [70]. The

777 approach derived a significant advantage over the earlier

778 methods in part because they incorporate information

779 about likely behavior of the underlying dynamics of

780 interest (as for example, encapsulated in (2)), and in

781part because the decoding method is matched to the
782model. A natural next step is to move toward decoding

783methods that are matched to (possibly) nonlinear and/or

784non-Gaussian models. Some of the work making use of

785filtering approaches can be found in [40], [46], [48], [49],

786[53]–[56].

787We now describe a standard formal statistical

788likelihood-based signal processing (filtering) decoding

789procedure for the general family of nonlinear and non-
790Gaussian state-space models. The basic tool we describe

791is the use of so-called sequential Monte Carlo (also known

792as particle filtering) methods, although it should be noted

793that there are other ways to perform filtering (see e.g.

794[48], [53]). These are simulation-intensive numerical

795schemes, two of the noteworthy early publications being

796[71] and [72]. In the context of neural decoding, the use

797of numerical methods for filtering has been described in,
798for example, [46], [73], among others.

799The goal of the algorithm is as follows. Once we

800have computed parameter estimates ̂ ¼ ð̂1; . . . ; ̂PÞ (for

801example, using the MCMC approach described in

802Section III-B) we next need to find the conditional

803distributions

�tðktÞ ¼ pðktjn1; n2; . . . ; ntÞ (10)

804for t ¼ 1; 2; . . .. We want to do this under the as-

805sumption that the data comes from the model (2)–(4)
806with  ¼ ̂. These distributions are often referred to

807as Bfiltering distributions,[ and under the assumption

808of model correctness, each corresponding expected

809value

K̂t ¼ E½KtjN1 ¼ n1; . . . ;Nt ¼ nt� ¼
Z

kt�tðdktÞ (11)

810is the minimum mean-squared error estimate of Kt based

811on information available up to time t. Note that we will

812be most interested in �t for t 9 q (recall that q was the

813length of our initial training data). However, in assessing

814model goodness-of-fit, the filtering distributions for t � q
815can also be used to (numerically) evaluate the integral

816appearing in (7).

817In its most basic (but not necessarily most efficient)

818form, the full recursive filtering algorithm can be

819described for the filtering problem as follows. We will be

820approximating the conditional densities �tðktÞ ¼ pðktjn1;
821. . . ; ntÞ by Bparticle approximations[

�̂tðdkÞ ¼
Xm

i¼1

�
k
ðiÞ
t
ðdkÞ (12)
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822 where m is some positive number of Bparticles,[ and k
ðiÞ
t

823 represents an i-th draw (particle) from a distribution

824 closely approximating �t. Thus we can use a Monte Carlo

825 approximation, replacing (11) by

K̂t ’
1

m

Xm

i¼1

k
ðiÞ
t : (13)

826 The algorithm prescribes a recursive method for obtaining

827 the particles fk
ðiÞ
t ; i ¼ 1; . . . ;m; t ¼ 1; 2; . . .g in these

828 approximations, and is a straightforward application of

829 existing particle filtering methods to our model. In fact, it

830 can be regarded as a special case of Algorithm 3 of the

831 subsequent paper in this special issue [74], with the
832 proposals the authors describe in their Section II-C.

833 To state the algorithm, it will be helpful to define the

834 Blag-adjusted[ spike count vector

~nt ¼ n
ð1Þ
tþlag1

; n
ð2Þ
tþlag2

; . . . ; n
ðPÞ
tþlagP

� �
: (14)

Algorithm 2 Bootstrap Filter for Neural Decoding

835 1) (Initialization) Choose some positive number of

836 particles m and obtain initial draws fk
ðiÞ
1 ;

837 i¼1; . . . ;mg from a distribution approximating �1.

838 Set t ¼ 1.

839 2) (Forward Simulation) For i ¼ 1; . . . ;m:

840 • Draw ~k
ðiÞ
tþ1 from pðktþ1jKt ¼ k

ðiÞ
t Þ. (This dis-

841 tribution is specified by (2).)

842 • Compute the weight wi ¼ pð~ntþ1j~kðiÞ
tþ1Þ. (This

843 weight is determined by (3) and (4).)

844 3) (Resampling) Draw a sample of size m from
845 f~kðiÞtþ1; i ¼ 1; . . . ;mg, with replacement, with

846 weights proportional to fwi; i ¼ 1; . . . ;mg. This

847 sample becomes fk
ðiÞ
tþ1; i ¼ 1; . . . ;mg.

848 4) Replace t by t þ 1 and go back to Step 2.

849

850 An important computational feature of the algorithm is
851 its recursive nature. In order to complete the t-th it-

852 eration, it is only necessary to keep track of the particles

853 from the ðt � 1Þst iteration, and use these in conjunction

854 with the fitted model and the spike count (vector)

855 observation nt. Thus it can be implemented in real-time,

856 yielding a moving cloud of particles, whose sample average

857 we compute (c.f. (13)) in order to obtain optimal estimates

858 of hand position/velocity.
859 In the algorithm, to assign weights, we (again) have to

860 face the problem of computing the terms pðn
ðjÞ
t jkt�lagj

Þ, as

861 we have pð~ntþ1j~kðiÞ
tþ1Þ ¼

QP
j¼1 pðnðjÞ

tþ1þlagj
jKtþ1 ¼ ~k

ðiÞ
tþ1Þ. To

862 evaluate each term in the product in this expression, we

863can perform numerical integration of the expression in
864(5). Note also that use of the lag-adjusted spike count

865vector means that if we are to perform real-time decoding,

866we must introduce a delay of ðmaxj lagjÞ time bins to

867gather all relevant spike counts before decoding can be

868performed. Of course, one can simply choose to incorpo-

869rate only those neurons whose lags are negative (meaning

870neural activity occurs before motor activation), but this

871would lead to some loss of information. As a compromise,
872one might also tolerate some delay in decoding and simply

873ignore those neurons with a lag parameter larger than

874some specified value.

875To implement the algorithm, the number of particles m
876must be chosen. Theoretical results guarantee that ap-

877proximations become accurate as the number of particles

878increases, but in practice one must choose a finite number.

879We find that for models like (2)–(4), around 1000 particles
880provides a good balance between accuracy of approxima-

881tion (of the filtering distributions �t) and computational

882load. In general, as the model becomes more complex, for

883instance, if the state model (2) becomes nonlinear or the

884state vector becomes higher dimensional, it is necessary to

885increase the number of particles to maintain the same

886quality of approximation.

887Although the algorithms are computationally demand-
888ing, a large amount of effort has been devoted to improving

889their efficiency, and detailed discussion can be found in the

890next paper in this special issue [74] (see in particular

891Sections II-D and II-E), or in other texts such as [75] or [61].

892E. Data Analysis Results
893For analysis of the data we introduced in Section III,

894we implemented the Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm

895for estimation of parameters j, j ¼ 1; . . . ; 70, with prior

896distributions logð�jÞ 
 Nð�3; 1:52Þ, lagj 
 Unifð�25;

897�24; . . . ; 24; 25Þ, �
ðjÞ
0 
 Nð0; 1012Þ, �

ðjÞ
1 
 Nð0; 1012Þ,

898�ðjÞ 
 Nð½0; 0; 0�; diagð1012; 1012; 1012ÞÞ, for each neuron

899j, and took the prior joint density �jðjÞ to be the product of

900the individual marginal prior densities. Essentially, these

901choices say that we have almost no information a-priori

902about coefficient values, but we assume that lag is restricted

903to the range �25 to þ25 (10 ms) time-bins, and that we

904believe the � coefficients to be relatively small in
905magnitude. Within the algorithm, we used step size

906standard deviations �2
1 ¼ . . . ¼ �2

7 ¼ 0:004. (These were

907chosen so that
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:004

p
is approximately of the same order

908of magnitude as plausible parameter values.) To initialize

909the algorithm, we used standard maximum likelihood

910methods to estimate parameters for the generalized linear

911model that one would obtain by replacing the term "
ðjÞ
t from

912the model (3) with zero. Then we used the estimated co-

913efficients as initial values for the corresponding coefficients
914in (4), and initialized logð�jÞ ¼ �3:0.

915We chose the number of iterations m to be 10 000, and

916discarded the first 2500 iterations as burnin (i.e. we chose
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917 B ¼ 2500 in (6)). Visual inspection of plots of the it-

918 erations of the Markov chain suggested that a stationary

919 regime had been reached after a few hundred iterations,

920 so we believe using the last 7500 out of 10 000 iterations

921 was a conservatively cautious choice in this case. Of

922 course, the total number of iterations was not constrained

923 in our analysis since we performed a static analysis of an

924 existing data set.

925 In the case of a real-time system, one would ideally

926 choose m to be as large as is computationally feasible, given

927 whatever timing constraints exist in the system. For

928 example, a BMI device might require occasional updates to

929 account for changes in brain function and/or electrode

930 performance which would be reflected in changed model

931 parameters. The update procedure would in many cases

932 have to be scheduled in with normal operation of the

933 device, and scheduling constraints would determine the

934 maximal allowable time to be spent on parameter

935 estimation. Our implementation of the algorithm on a

936 single AMD Opteron 250 processor-based machine, run-

937 ning at 2.4 gigahertz, was able to get through approxi-

938 mately 75 iterations per second, with a training set size of

939 q ¼ 8041. Thus to perform around 500 iterations (which

940 for this data would be arguably a minimal number) for

941 70 neurons, a typical modern quad-core CPU would take

942 around 2 min, which is not unreasonable in many

943 settings. (Arguably the performance of the decoding

944 algorithm is more important for effective operation of a

945 prosthetic device.)

946 In terms of goodness of fit, we assessed our models by

947 evaluating residuals (assuming fixed parameter values) R
ðjÞ
t

948 as described in Section III-C above. (To evaluate the

949 conditional cumulative distribution functions required in

950 equations (7) and (8), we used the bootstrap filter

951 algorithm to obtain the one-step predictive distributions,

952 then performed a straightforward numerical integration to

953 evaluate the required functions.) The first 1000 (out of

954 8041) residuals for neuron #1 are shown in Fig. 4, for (1)

955 the best linear state-space model of the form (1), (2), with

956 parameters estimated by maximum likelihood estimation,

957 and (2) the fitted model of the form (2)–(4), with

958 parameters estimated by MCMC. Under the assumption

959 of model correctness, the residuals should be independent

960 realizations of random variables uniformly distributed on

961 the interval [0,1]. The poor appearance of the residuals for

962 the linear state-space model is in part explained by the fact

963 that it is a Gaussian model being used to describe ob-

964 servations of counts, which are discrete. The residuals

965 correctly show that the model is not explaining the discrete

966 distribution very well. On the other hand, in spite of the

967 poor match for a uniform distribution, the mean of the

968 residuals is close to 0.5 as would be expected, suggesting

969 that the model still might be reasonable in terms of

970 capturing the mean or median of the data. The residuals for

971 the more complex model, fit with the MCMC algorithm,

972visually appear fairly consistent with realizations of

973independent uniformly distributed random variables.

974Residuals for the other 69 neurons look qualitatively very

975similar to those for neuron #1.

976To perform decoding, we implemented the bootstrap

977filter algorithm described in Section III-D. Beyond

978parameter estimates obtained already, the only choices

979we needed to make at this point were how to initialize our

980approximate draws from �1, and the number of particles

981to be used. We chose �1 to be the (trivial) distribution
982concentrated entirely on a single pointVthat is, we chose

983all our initial particles to be the initial position/velocity

984(bundled into the appropriate 6-D vector). In our context,

Fig. 4. Residuals as defined in Section III-C, for (top) the linear

Gaussian state-space model (1), (2) with parameters fit by

maximum likelihood estimation, and (bottom) the model (2)–(4)

with parameters fit by MCMC simulation. Under the assumption of

model ‘‘correctness’’ these should be independent and uniformly

distributed on the interval [0, 1].

Brockwell et al.: Statistical Signal Processing and the Motor Cortex
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985 this makes sense because the initial position is deter-
986 mined by the experimental setup and the initial velocity is

987 constrained to be zero. We used m ¼ 1500 particles in

988 decoding. (Increasing the number of particles to

989 m ¼ 10 000 particles gave relatively little change in the

990 sum of squared decoding errorsVat most around 5%Vso

991 we judged 1500 to give a reasonable compromise between

992 computational requirement and efficiency in terms of

993 accurately determining the filtering distributions.) With
994 this number of particles, a single step in the particle

995 filter took around 100 ms on the aforementioned

996 Opteron 250-based machine. With a more modern

997 quad-CPU machine, one could carry out one iteration

998 of this in less than 25 ms, which is around the level

999 required for real-time control of a device. (The decoding

1000 algorithm is easily parallelizable, as the computational

1001 load is almost entirely in computing the sequence of
1002 weights, and these computations can be carried out in-

1003 dependently of each other.) With more careful imple-

1004 mentation and use of the various improvements as layed

1005 out in [61], [74], [75], we would expect to be able to

1006 improve performance significantly beyond this. One way

1007 to do this, for example, is to go beyond the bootstrap

1008 filter and perform better forward simulation within the

1009 algorithm. This can be done by simulating from what are
1010 referred to as Badapted proposals[ and making corres-

1011 ponding adjustments to the weights.

1012 Decoded velocities, along with 95% pointwise confi-

1013 dence bands are shown in Fig. 5. The corresponding

1014 positions along with 95% confidence bands are shown in

1015 Fig. 6. For comparison, decoded velocities obtained using

1016 the maximum likelihood-fitted linear Gaussian model (1),

1017 (2) along with the Kalman filter, are shown in Fig. 7.
1018 Finally, in Table 1, we give summary results of the two

1019 different model/decoding methods in simple terms of the

1020 total sum-of-squared decoding errors in reaching motions

1021 51 to 57. For additional comparison, we also give the sum-

1022 of-squares of decoding errors under a cruder model. The

1023 cruder model is simply the linear regression model (1), but

1024 without incorporating any specification of state dynamics

1025 as in (2). Under the linear regression model, it is simple to
1026 carry out decoding by directly maximizing the likelihood of

1027 the (lag-adjusted) spike counts with respect to the

1028 unobserved position/velocity vector Kt. Interestingly, the

1029 primary reduction in error in this case appears to come

1030 from the incorporation of the state dynamics (2). Apart

1031 from this, the different specifications of the distribution of

1032 the counts given the state make only a modest difference in

1033 terms of sums-of-squared errors.

1034 IV. PROSTHETIC DEVICES

1035 To build a brain-controlled prosthetic device, we would

1036 like to be able to use the procedures described above to fit

1037 state-space models to capture intended hand motion, then

1038 use these models for decoding to obtain control signals to

Fig. 5. Decoded and actual velocities for the center-out

experimental data, based on the MCMC-fitted model (2)–(4),

for the 51st reaching motion. The three components of velocity

are shown (meters/sec), with the dashed lines indicating 95%

pointwise confidence bands.

Brockwell et al. : Statistical Signal Processing and the Motor Cortex
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Fig. 7. Decoded and actual velocities for the center-out

experimental data, based on the linear state-space model (1), (2),

with parameters estimated by maximizing likelihood, for the

51st reaching motion. The three components of velocity are

shown (meters/sec), with the dashed lines indicating 95%

pointwise confidence bands.

Fig. 6. Decoded and actual positions for the center-out experimental

data, based on the MCMC-fitted model (2)–(4), for the 51st reaching

motion. The three components of position are shown (m/s), with the

dashed lines indicating 95% pointwise confidence bands. Note that, as

expected, uncertainty increases as errors in velocity are accumulated.

Brockwell et al.: Statistical Signal Processing and the Motor Cortex
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1039 apply to the prosthetic device. However, there is one

1040 obvious and significant difficulty. Patients who are to re-

1041 ceive such a device generally will not have limb motion to

1042 begin with, hence it is not clear what training data might
1043 be used to estimate model parameters to begin with. [31]

1044 devised an effective solution to this problem based essen-

1045 tially on intermittent updates of a fitted model. A gener-

1046 alized version of their approach is illustrated in Fig. 8.

1047 The prosthetic device works as follows. To begin with,

1048 a model-based decoder is designed to take spike activity

1049 input and translate it to Bintended hand motion.[ This

1050 could be a particle filter-type decoder as described in
1051 Section III-D. It is based on an arbitrary guess at the true

1052 model relating intended hand motion to spiking activity.

1053 The output of this decoder is used to drive a control unit

1054 operating the prosthetic arm. The device is then operated

1055 for some amount of time, and spiking data are recorded

1056 along with prosthetic data are recorded. So far, because the

1057 decoder was designed based on a poor quality model, the

1058 device will not function very well. At this point, the Bintent
1059 estimator[ module can review recorded data and estimate

1060 actual intended motion over the time period. For a

1061 monkey, this can be done simply by assuming that the

1062 monkey was Btrying[ to move the prosthetic arm toward a

1063 target. For a human, more elaborate methods could be

1064 used to elicit intent. Next, the Bmodel update[ module can

1065 use recorded estimated intent and spike trains to build a

1066 new model relating the two quantities. This could be done,
1067 for instance, using the MCMC approach described in

1068 Section III-B. As soon as this is done, the decoder can take

1069 advantage of the new model, and the whole process can

1070 repeat itself. Over successive iterations, we expect

1071 performance of the device to improve.

1072 Approaches like this have been implemented by several

1073 groups, see, e.g. [76]–[79]. In the Motorlab at the

1074 University of Pittsburgh, such a scheme has been
1075 implemented, with a monkey trained to use a robotic

1076 arm to reach for a piece of fruit. They used relatively

1077 simple linear regression models, along with population

1078 vector decoding schemes. Although, arguably, these

1079 techniques are not as sophisticated as the likelihood-based

1080schemes we have discussed, the monkey was able to learn
1081to use the device fairly rapidly. A digitally recorded movie

1082of the result is available in the file Direct3DRobot-
1083Control.mpg, which is available for download on the

1084internet at http://www.motorlab.neurobio.pitt.edu/videos.

1085Two important aspects of these schemes are the dual

1086closed-loop feedback nature of the experiment, and the

1087brain’s inherent adaptivity and plasticity (as referred to

1088briefly in Section II-C). In experiments, at the same time
1089that the model is updated in an attempt to better capture

1090the monkey’s intent, the monkey is also adapting to the

1091device. Furthermore, this adaptation appears to take place

1092rapidlyVon the order of minutes. Such adaptation has also

1093been noted and explicitly discussed in [1], [80]. This raises

1094an interesting questionVnamely, to what degree is it

1095important to accurately estimate intent for a BMI device to

1096function effectively? Given the ability of the brain to adapt
1097to behavior of a particular BMI device, it may be possible

1098to obtain good performance with relatively simple

1099decoding algorithms, and indeed this has been demon-

1100strated in a number of the papers that we have referred to.

1101Further understanding of the relative importance of high-

1102quality decoding methods and brain adaptation for a BMI

1103remains an important topic of research. h
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Fig. 8. Block diagram of a potential robotic prosthetic device

controlled directly from the motor cortex.

Table 1 Sum-of-Squared Errors in Velocities When Decoding Reaching

Motions #51 to #57, Using Three Different Model/Decoding Methods.

(Reaching Motion #55 Was Canceled During the Course of the Experiment,

so There Are no Results for It.)
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